
TZ Clutch Notes Part 1..... 

 

We get more queries - and see more failures & DNF's with clutch issues than almost

anything else on the TZ engine - we've spent some time over the past few years

looking at where the problems are & also having new improved parts made where the

currently available parts can give problems  - we will do our best to help pass on what

our thoughts are regarding clutch assembly.

Apologies if all the following is a bit too basic - it's intended for the guys that are a bit

less experienced with the TZ engine.

STANDARD" TZ CLUTCH

(modifications that many have used over the years will follow later)

The original clutch used 6 x 3.0mm Friction

Plates & 5 x 1.6mm Steel Plates - giving a

"pack" height of 26.0mm

(in fact the friction plates are nominally 2.9mm - but

3.0mm is close enough for our purposes)

With the "Basket Depth" of a standard Yamaha

Clutch Basket of approx 32mm - that leaves us

6.0mm space for the clutch pack to operate.

The original clutch used a spacer & seal

arrangement in the splined  drive plate (shown

in Fig 2) - which is 11mm thickness - most

have now been replaced with a bearing &

collar setup (commonly known as the "Clutch

Bearing Mod") - which tends to remove most

of the excess play in the clutch basket & can

stop some of the "leaky seal" problems seen on a lot of the original clutch assemblies.

(We will explain the Clutch bearing mod later)



OK - looking back at Fig 1 -

and the 6.0mm clutch pack

operating space - of course -

when the  clutch is assembled -

the whole 6mm is not available -

when the clutch centre is fitted it

is tightened on to the "spacer /

seal" -  the 11mm thickness of

it - keeps the clutch centre

backplate clear of the rivet

heads holding  the basket &

drive plate together & also positions  the clutch pack in the centre of the 32mm basket

slot depth...(or near enough !) - which allows the outer friction plate plenty of

engagement in the basket - even when the clutch is fully disengaged - and enough

space at the bottom of the clutch basket  to ensure the first friction plate is not fouling

the radius (in the bottom of the basket...Fig 3)

The picture (Fig 4) shows a basket that's

been "modified" to try to lose the radius - to

allow the friction plate to sit deeper in the

basket - the radius is there for strength - a

sharp corner in the bottom of the basket is

much more likely to crack than a radius

corner.

Probably a better way to move the "clutch

pack" forward (to clear the radius) would

have been to use a thick enough shim

between the "spacer/seal" & and the clutch centre....



(We try to always keep a good selection of 25mm inside diameter shims in the

toolbox)

The final part of the standard assembly is

the pressure plate - the standard pressure

plate has a steel plate rivetted to an alloy

casting - they are often in poor condition

with the spring seats worn wafer thin - or

having been weld repaired (as in Fig 5) -

as long as the rivets holding the steel plate

are tight & steel plate surface is clean /

smooth  - then probably quite usable. (Although the steel plate splines do wear)

The maximum depth of engagement in a "standard" TZ350 pressure plate is approx

5mm - next section will explain the importance of this measurement.

With the standard clutch parts - the clutch centre

(Fig 6) has approx 29.5mm depth from the outer

face to the backplate surface - so when using the

standard "Full Pack" at 26mm - the clutch centre

is protruding 3.5mm past the clutch pack - which

in turn - allows the pressure plate to engage the

clutch centre by 3.5mm - which is enough to

"drive" the clutch - and also enough to allow the

clutch to disengage - too little engagement & the

pressure plate is too close to the end of the clutch centre - too much engagement - if

the clutch centre "bottoms" in the pressure plate - the clutch will lose drive & will slip

That's about all we need to say about the standard clutch - that's how Yamaha made

them - and they worked ok for many years.

NON - STANDARD CLUTCHES



The original "1.6mm" Steel clutch

plate (328-16324-10)

unfortunately became "no longer

available" a few years ago -

Yamaha do not list a substituted

part - so a lot of people started

using the 3J2-16324-00 steel

plate - (fitted to lots of other

Yamaha model clutches -

including later TZ250) -

unfortunately - this steel plate has

a thickness of 2.0mm.

You will remember - the original clutch used 6 x 3.0mm Friction Plates & 5 x 1.6mm

Steel Plates - giving a "pack" height of 26.0mm (FIG 2A) - the "pack" height with the

2.0mm plate is 28.0mm - which - with the "Basket Depth" of a standard Yamaha

Clutch Basket still at approx 32mm - that leaves us only 4.0mm space for the clutch

pack to operate.

As you can see in the diagram (FIG 2B) - this leaves the last friction plate 2.0mm in

from the end of the basket - just about acceptable..

Of more concern is the pressure plate is now

engaged on to the centre by only 1.5mm -

which will mean the pressure plate is very

close to the end of the centre when the clutch

is disengaged...this will lead to the excessive 

wear at the outer end of the centre shown in

the picture (Fig 7)

So - if we want to avoid the excessive wear -

we need to look for a solution if we want to

continue using the currently available 2.0mm

steel plates.

If all that isn't enough of a problem - we can

also add another issue that has made it more

difficult to assemble a reliable clutch for the

TZ....



We mentioned the "Clutch Bearing Mod"

earlier - well that modification became even

more necessary a few years ago - when the

"spacer/seal"  (FIG 2) also became "no

longer available".

The modification that was usually carried out -

involved fitting a "lightly pressed" in sleeve in place of the Yamaha spacer - with a

6005 Rubber sealed deep groove ball bearing fitted in the centre of the sleeve. (FIG

8)

This did remove a lot of unwanted "play" in the basket & was reasonably successful in

keeping oil in the primary case rather than on the clutch plates - the bearing did need

replacing quite often - as the rubber seal on these bearings is not particularly reliable.

Although it was quite successful - this

modification did have one drawback  - the

6005 bearing is 12mm thick which moves the

clutch centre outwards by another 1.0mm -

with the outer friction plate moved by the

same amount - (just 1mm from the end of the

basket  when engaged - very close to out of the basket when clutch is  disengaged)

the usual fix for this was to machine 1.0mm off the back of the centre boss to regain

the space lost. (Fig 9)

(If too much is removed from the boss - it can mean the centre backplate is in contact

with the rivets in the basket - take care to check for this)

Due to the issues previously explained -

some people started to look for

alternatives - the earlier TZ250 clutch

centre / backplate was found - and with

some modification - could be made to fit

a TZ350.

Also - when they first started to be used -

they were considerably cheaper than

some other clutch centres - although not

anodised - & probably wear a bit quicker

than if they were anodised - but are an

acceptable alternative - they have since

the early days increased a lot in price - just as soon as suppliers realised what they

were being used for.



The main advantage with these centres is the depth is increased to 33.5mm - a full

4.0mm extra depth - although this is too much to be able to use the original TZ350

pressure plate - remember from the diagram (FIG 2B) - there is1.5mm engagement

in the pressure plate - add 4.0mm - gives us 5.5mm - but the original TZ350 pressure

plate only has approx 5mm depth...

The solution was to look at the TZ250

parts list again - the matching

pressure plate from the TZ250 has a

depth of  approx 6.5mm - more than

enough depth to give the clearance

needed.

It is not however possible to fit the

TZ250 parts to the TZ350 without

some modifications.

With the clutch centre - depending on

what "Clutch Bearing Mod" you

have - you will usually need to remove material from the back of the centre to clear the

rivets.

With the pressure plate - 2 ways to tackle this - easy way is to turn or mill off the

retaining lugs in the casting that are there to hold a captive pushrod (and use the

standard TZ350 mushroom) - or the other way is make a new pushrod end to suit the

pressure plate.

OK - we've now solved the dimension, depth

& distance issues with the TZ250 parts - the

next thing to look at is the fact that the TZ250

centre & pressure plate are made of

aluminium - and if we look at the TZ250

Parts List again - it will be noted that the 250

clutch friction plates are a different part

number for the inner & outer friction plate

and these "different plates" should

always be used at inner and outer

position when running the alloy clutch centre

and pressure plate.

The plate shown in the picture is the "inner/outer" plate 3YL-16321-01 - 2 needed



The rest of the clutch pack is made up of 4

x 3AK-16321-00 (fitted as the 4 plates in

the centre of the pack) - if you look closely

- you'll notice it's a much darker colour -

with what looks like brass inclusions (no

idea exactly what it actually is)

If you run these plates in contact with the

alloy - as inner or outer - they will -

because of the hard bits in the plate -

destroy the smooth surface on clutch

centre and pressure plate - so do not use

them in contact with anything but a steel surface...

More information on the parts we have made to solve some of the TZ350 clutch

issues - in Part 2..... 

 


